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1 ABSTRAKT 

1.1 Deutsch 

In der Geschichte der Sprachforschung wurde Sprache ("language") lange mit gesprochener 

Sprache, bzw. dem Sprechen ("speech") gleichgesetzt, obwohl das Sprechen nur eine Form 

ist, Sprache auszudrücken. Dies kann genauso über das Schreiben oder das Gebärden 

erfolgen. Es gibt zunehmende neurophysiologische Evidenz für diese Theorie der 

getrennten Verarbeitung von Sprache und Sprechen. Diese geht von einem zentralen 

Netzwerk ("core language network") aus, das syntaktische und semantische Aspekte von 

Sprache verarbeitet, und damit eng verbundenen Input- und Output-Elementen auf 

sensorisch-motorischer Ebene.  

Zudem deuten Studien mit tauben Teilnehmenden darauf hin, dass die semantische und 

syntaktische Verarbeitung von Gebärdensprache in den gleichen Regionen des 

perisylvischen Sprachnetzwerks erfolgt wie bei gesprochener Sprache. Hierbei sind nicht 

nur die relevanten Areale, sondern auch die verbindenden Faserbündel in das 

wissenschaftliche Interesse gerückt. So weiß man aus Diffusions-Tensor-Imaging (DTI)-

Studien, dass auditorische Faserbahnen bei tauben Menschen Veränderungen bestimmter 

Parameter aufweisen, die Rückschlüsse auf verringerte Myelinisierung und Faserdichte 

zulassen. Basierend auf diesen Erkenntnissen lautet die zentrale Frage meiner Arbeit: Lässt 

sich die bisher theoretisch und funktionell beschriebene getrennte Verarbeitung von 

Sprache und Sprechen auch strukturell untermauern? 

Dazu habe ich mittels probabilistischer Traktographie die Konnektivität von sechs sprach- 

und sprechrelevanten Regionen pro Hemisphäre bei zehn tauben und zehn hörenden 

Teilnehmenden untersucht. Die Gruppenvergleiche zeigten eine verringerte 

Konnektivitätswahrscheinlichkeit in den Input/Output-Trakten der tauben Teilnehmenden, 

nicht aber in ihrem zentralen Sprachnetzwerk. Damit unterstützen die Ergebnisse die 

Theorie der getrennten Verarbeitung von Sprache und Sprechen und ergänzen die 

Aufteilung in zentrales Sprachnetzwerk und Input/Output-System um den strukturellen 

Aspekt. Zudem unterstützen die Ergebnisse auch die Hypothese, dass das zentrale 

Sprachnetzwerk modalitätsunabhängig ist und sich adäquat entwickelt, auch wenn der 

Sprachinput über Gebärdensprache erfolgt.  
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1.2 Englisch  

In the history of language research, language and speech have long been equated, although 

speech only represents one possibility of externalizing language. This can be achieved just 

as well by writing or signing. Increasing neurophysiological evidence supports this theory of 

separate processing of speech and language, assuming a division into a core language 

network, that processes syntactic and semantic aspects of language, and a closely linked 

sensory-motor input/output system. 

In addition, studies involving deaf participants point to a recruitment of similar 

perisylvian regions for signed and spoken language. Apart from these brain areas, their 

connecting pathways have progressively attracted scientific interest. Diffusion tensor 

imaging (DTI)-studies have shown alterations of different diffusion parameters indicating 

reduced myelination and fiber density in auditory pathways of deaf participants. Based on 

these findings, the central question of my work is: Can the theoretically proposed and 

functionally described separation of speech and language processing be corroborated on a 

structural level? 

To this end, I employed probabilistic fiber tracking to investigate the connectivity of six 

language- and speech-relevant areas in both hemispheres of ten deaf and ten hearing 

participants. The group comparisons showed reduced connection probability in the 

input/output tracts, but not in the core language network of the deaf participants. Thus, 

the results support the theory of separated language and speech processing in the brain 

and add structural evidence for the division into a core language network and an 

input/output system. Furthermore, they support the idea of a modality-independent 

language network that can develop normally with purely vision-based sign language input.   
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I think, therefore I am. – René Descartes   

I speak, therefore I am. – Andrea Moro    
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2 MANTELTEXT 

 

Humans have been using language for millennia. This fascinating cognitive capacity allowed 

us to become interested in its own evolution, underlying principles, and mechanisms. 

Language has been challenging scientists from various disciplines including philosophy, 

anthropology, linguistics, psychology, medicine and neuroscience for centuries and 

continues to be investigated intensely, raising questions like: What is language? How do we 

speak? How did language(s) evolve? How do they differ? How can we treat language 

disorders? Which regions in the brain are involved in language processing? How do children 

learn to speak? 

We use and acquire (our maternal) language so naturally that some researchers claim 

that learning language is what we are born to (Friederici 2017). Language is the most 

important basis for our communication, allowing us to express our thoughts and emotions, 

to talk about past and future events, and to write very specifically about its own abstract 

concepts – all with a finite set of characters (or phonemes) that we can combine to words 

and an unlimited number of phrases.  

However, language itself is of no use for communication without expressing it for a 

recipient. In direct communication, we achieve this by speaking. When speaking is no 

(viable) option, our innate urge for social interaction leads to the development of other 

forms of communication. In some regions of the world, people have developed whistled 

languages that cover distances of several hundred meters. This allows communication 

between members of a community living on different flanks of a valley, for example (Meyer 

2008). When hearing is severely impaired, however, auditory-vocal language expression is 

abandoned altogether in favor of visual-gestural communication. In communities with a 

high number of deaf individuals, sign languages and deaf cultures have evolved, enriching 

the linguistic diversity substantially. 

The special combination of language without speech in deaf signers has been 

investigated extensively and has added insights into language processing in the brain. 

Building on these previous results, this work aims at contributing one piece to the puzzle of 

understanding the neuroanatomical groundings of language and speech processing.  
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The motivation for this is twofold: First, understanding how language and speech are 

represented in the brain is the basis for diagnosis and therapy of neuropsychological 

conditions related to language processing, such as aphasia, apraxia, dysarthria and others. 

Second, the brain and its incredible capacities have always fascinated me – with language 

being a wonderful playground for the creative mind and an extensive experimental ground 

for the scientific one that has guided this work. 

 

The main part begins with a brief overview of hearing loss and deafness (chapter 2.1). 

Providing a theoretical basis for the study, different aspects of language processing are then 

discussed along with their anatomical representation in the brain (chapter 2.2). Differences 

between spoken and signed language processing, which have guided the development of 

the hypotheses are addressed (chapter 2.3). Probabilistic tractography is described in order 

to set a comprehensible basis for the results (chapter 2.4). The findings are discussed 

subsequently with regard to their implications (chapter 2.5), before considerations for 

future research are presented (chapter 2.6). 
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2.1 Classification of hearing loss and deafness 

 

According to a recent review, 5 % of the world’s population suffer from disabling hearing 

loss (Sheffield and Smith 2019), referring to hearing loss in the better ear greater than 

40 decibel (dB) in adults and greater than 30 dB in children (World Health Organization 

2020). Regarding Germany, a nationwide assessment targeting the prevalence of hearing 

disorders is not available to date. However, a study in two regions in Germany with more 

than 3000 participants suggests that 16 % of the German population have a hearing loss 

greater than 25 dB (von Gablenz et al. 2017). Hearing loss and deafness can be classified 

regarding different parameters. The most relevant ones for this study are severity, age of 

onset, and affected structures, which will be briefly specified in the following sections.  

 

2.1.1 Severity of hearing loss 

 
The World Health Organization (WHO) distinguishes four grades of hearing loss, as 

summarized in Table 1. Hearing loss up to 25 dB averaged over speech-relevant frequencies 

(usually 500 Hertz (Hz), 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, 4000 Hz) is classified as normal hearing without 

functional impairment.  

 

Table 1: Grades of hearing loss and according functional impairment.       

Modified from WHO | Grades of hearing impairment (2020) 

Amount of 

hearing loss 

Grade of 

hearing loss 
Functional impairment 

26-40 dB Mild 
Difficulties hearing soft or distant speech 

or speech against background noise 

41-60 dB Moderate Difficulties hearing regular speech 

61-80 dB Severe 
Incapable of hearing most conversational 

speech; only loud sounds are heard 

≥81 dB Profound 
Even loud sounds are not heard, but may 

be perceived as vibrations 
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2.1.2 Age at onset of hearing loss 

 
Hearing loss present at birth is uniformly described as congenital hearing loss. About 0.12 % 

of all infants born in Germany display congenital, persistent and bilateral deafness 

(Spormann-Lagodzinski et al. 2003). The terms “prelingual”, “perilingual” and “postlingual” 

refer to the age of onset of deafness with regard to language acquisition. Prelingual hearing 

loss includes all types of hearing loss occurring before language acquisition (also congenital 

hearing loss) and postlingual hearing loss describes hearing loss after language acquisition is 

completed (Shearer et al. 1993). When hearing loss occurs during the process of language 

acquisition, sometimes the term perilingual hearing loss is used.  

Since the introduction of the newborn hearing screening, infants suffering from hearing 

loss can be diagnosed and treated earlier (Weichbold et al. 2005), raising the chances for 

successful speech comprehension with hearing aids or cochlear implants by decreasing the 

duration of auditory deprivation (Kral and Sharma 2012). Before the newborn hearing 

screening was introduced, patients were often diagnosed later during childhood, even 

though their hearing loss had been present before. Retrospective classification of these 

deaf and hearing-impaired adults, who were not screened at birth, has to rely on old (and 

often incomplete) medical records and subjective patients’ reports on their hearing history. 

Clinically, postlingual hearing loss can be distinguished well from pre- and perilingual 

hearing loss, while pre- and perilingual hearing loss often appear more similar and are 

sometimes hard to differentiate retrospectively when no early diagnosis has been made.  

 

2.1.3 Affected Structures 

 
Hearing loss can be caused by disruptions at any stage along the auditory pathway from the 

external ear to the auditory cortex in the brain. The site of damage determines the quality 

of hearing loss and is an important criterion for further treatment. Four different types are 

distinguished. 
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Conductive hearing loss 

Any disruption of sound transmission occurring in the external or middle ear is classified as 

conductive hearing loss. A ruptured eardrum can be surgically restored and different types 

of bone conduction and middle ear implants are available for treatment of middle-ear 

malfunction.  

 

Sensory hearing loss 

Absent or diminished signal conversion in the Organ of Corti, such as damage to the hair 

cells caused by noise exposure, malformation, trauma or ototoxic drugs is termed sensory 

hearing loss. Sensory hearing loss is permanent, as human cochlear hair cells do not regrow. 

To date, hearing aids and cochlear implants are the state-of-the-art intervention for sensory 

hearing loss. 

 

Neural hearing loss 

In neural hearing loss, the cochlear nerve is affected, while external and internal ear are 

intact. Thus, the signal cannot be transmitted to the brain. Depending on the cause of 

cochlear nerve malfunction, such as tumors or lesions, treatment options range from 

removal of the tumor to auditory brainstem implants passing the signal directly to the 

cochlear nucleus in the brainstem. Hearing deficits related to the cochlea (sensory) or the 

cochlear nerve (neural) are often grouped together and referred to as sensorineural 

hearing loss.  

 

Central hearing loss 

Central hearing loss occurs in the central nervous system and can be caused by tumors, 

lesions or other damage between brainstem and higher auditory areas. This can lead to 

phenomena like auditory agnosia (Slevc and Shell 2015).  

 

The deaf participants in this study displayed permanent, bilateral, prelingual and profound 

sensorineural deafness with average hearing loss of more than 95 dB in the better ear at 

speech-relevant frequencies.   
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2.2 The language network 

2.2.1 Language perception: from ear to auditory cortex 

 
Before the brain can extract meaning from speech sounds, the sound waves travel from the 

ear to the auditory cortex, being transferred from a physical to an electric signal, relayed at 

several stages, filtered, and enriched with available environmental and other relevant 

information. The following abstract describes the most important stages of the input 

system responsible for speech perception with a focus on the segments from the auditory 

nerve upwards.  

When we listen to someone who is speaking to us, the sound waves reach our ear(s) and 

move the tympanic membrane that separates the external ear from the air filled middle-ear 

cavity. Directly attached to the tympanic membrane, the three interconnected middle-ear 

ossicles – malleus, incus, and stapes – transmit and amplify the sound towards the oval 

window that marks the boundary to the cochlea in the inner ear. The cochlea, a fluid-filled 

tube in the shape of a snail’s shell, contains the organ of Corti, where the mechanical sound 

wave is turned into a neural signal. This is achieved by the sensory hair cells that share a 

synaptic connection with the endings of the cochlear nerve fibers. An important feature of 

the cochlea is its tonotopy: high frequencies are represented near the oval window and low 

frequencies near the tip of the cochlea, allowing for a first frequency analysis. This 

tonotopic organization is maintained throughout the whole auditory pathway up to the 

auditory cortex. 

As depicted in Figure 1 on the following page (Pickles 2015), the cochlear nerve transmits 

the information to the ipsilateral cochlear nuclei (anteroventral, posteroventral and dorsal 

cochlear nucleus), where a basic frequency and timing analysis takes place. Here, the signal 

takes three different processing paths, each responsible for a particular aspect of the highly 

complex task of auditory object recognition and synthesis with the environment.  

Localization of sound is processed via the ventral stream. The signal from the 

anteroventral cochlear nucleus is conveyed to bilateral superior olivary complexes 

consisting of medial and lateral superior olive, while the crossing fibers are relayed on the 

way in the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body. The superior olivary complex is the first 
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station receiving information from both ears. This enables a rapid analysis of interaural time 

(in the medial superior olive) and intensity (in the lateral superior olive) differences that are 

the basis for directional hearing and sound localization. From the medial superior olive, the 

signal is passed on to the ipsilateral inferior colliculus via the lateral lemniscus (LL), while 

fibers from the lateral superior olive join the contralateral LL to the inferior colliculus, both 

passing through the dorsal nucleus of the LL, where a more fine-grained localization 

analysis takes place.  

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Simplified scheme of the ascending auditory pathways with the most important relay 

stations and their connections. Abbreviations in order of appearance in the text.                        

AVCN: anteroventral cochlear nucleus; PVCN: posteroventral cochlear nucleus; DCN: dorsal 

cochlear nucleus; LSO: lateral superior olive; MSO: medial superior olive; MNTB: medial nucleus of 

the trapezoid body; VNLL: ventral nucleus of the lateral lemniscus DNLL: dorsal nucleus of the 

lateral lemniscus; IC: inferior colliculus; MGB: medial geniculate body. Figure reprinted from      

Pickles (2015) with permission from Elsevier1 and Brill2.  

                                                        
1 Pickles JO. 2015. Chapter 1 - Auditory pathways: anatomy and physiology. In: Aminoff MJ, Boller F, 
Swaab DF, editors. Handbook of Clinical Neurology. The Human Auditory System. Elsevier. p. 3–25. 
Copyright 2015. 

2 Pickles JO. 2013. An introduction to the physiology of hearing. 4th ed. Leiden: Brill. Copyright 2013. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-444-62630-1.00001-9
https://www.elsevier.com/
https://brill.com/
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In the dorsal stream, starting from dorsal and posteroventral cochlear nuclei, a complex 

sound analysis is conducted, taking into account spectral and temporal patterns of the 

auditory stimulus. The vast majority of fibers cross via the LL to the contralateral ventral 

nucleus of the LL and continue further to the inferior colliculus.  

The non-lemniscal pathway runs in parallel to the LL and is strongly interconnected with 

it. This stream integrates multisensory information and emotions and is important for 

reflexes to auditory stimuli (not shown in the figure).  

In the inferior colliculus, the streams converge and the signal is further analyzed and 

then being passed on to the medial geniculate bodies in the thalamus before reaching the 

auditory cortices via the acoustic radiation, being enriched with information from the 

contralateral stream at every station upwards. In addition, a complex top-down organized 

system modulates and affects the bottom-up auditory processing described earlier. By the 

time the auditory information reaches the auditory cortex, it has already been analyzed 

intensely, filtered and connected with other available information on the way.  

Much of what is known about the auditory cortex is based on animal studies including 

rats, gerbils, cats and macaques, all displaying a primary “core” region and adjacent 

secondary “belt” and “parabelt” regions that are in themselves tonotopically organized 

(Hackett 2015). In humans, the exact location, extent and nomenclature is still under 

debate. However, a primary region in Heschl’s Gyrus, corresponding to Brodmann area 41 

(BA41), and neighboring secondary areas in BA52, BA22, and BA42 in the superior temporal 

cortex are widely accepted as cortical processing nodes for auditory stimuli. These regions 

are heavily interconnected within the temporal cortex, extending to the inferior parietal 

lobule (Häkkinen and Rinne 2018), ensuring both hierarchical and parallel processing of the 

auditory stimuli.  

In addition to these short connections, long-range commissural fiber tracts connect left 

and right auditory cortices via the posterior part of the corpus callosum. The left auditory 

cortex is specialized in processing segmental aspects of speech signals, i.e. consonants and 

vowels, while the right auditory cortex is more responsive to supra-segmental changes such 

as pitch, duration and loudness. Strong interhemispheric pathways are therefore of crucial 

importance for the rapid integration of the two hemispheres’ individual analyses (Hickok 
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and Poeppel 2007). This applies in particular to the decoding of complex speech signals, as 

a change in intonation can alter the meaning of an utterance altogether, for example 

turning a phrase like “She finished writing her thesis.” from an appreciatory statement into 

a disbelieving question. Further in-depth processing of the speech signal occurs in the 

auditory cortices and beyond, in order to extract meaning and prepare an appropriate 

response or action, if necessary.  

 

2.2.2 Language processing: the core language network 

 
The mere perception of speech requires sensory processing and does not require the core 

language network. Comprehension of speech, however, can only occur with a functioning 

language network that processes the perceived speech input accordingly, thus needing an 

interplay between sensory input and core language network. This dissociation between 

perception and comprehension becomes apparent in auditory verbal agnosia, a rare 

phenomenon caused by damage in higher auditory and language-related cortical regions, 

that are not yet clearly defined. Patients suffering from this condition have normal hearing 

and can speak, read, write, and perceive speech, yet they are unable to understand what is 

being said. In its pure form, identification of environmental sounds is not affected, which is 

why this form of agnosia is also termed “word deafness” (Slevc and Shell 2015).  

Our understanding of the core language network has evolved from the historical model 

(Geschwind 1970) of two major nodes – Broca’s area and Wernicke’s area – connected by 

the arcuate fasciculus (AF) to a larger and more complex network. There is now consensus 

on a left-lateralized network3 composed of dorsal and ventral pathways that are centered 

around the Sylvian fissure (Friederici et al. 2017), comparable to the dual-stream model in 

the visual domain (Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982).  

Figure 2 on the following page shows schematized and simplified the four main fiber 

tracts connecting frontal, parietal and temporal regions that are involved in language 

processing.   

                                                        
3 This is valid for the vast majority of people. Interestingly, some people have an ambilateral language 
network, while a strong lateralization to the right seems to occur only in a small fraction of left-handers 
(Mazoyer et al. 2014). 
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Dorsal to the Sylvian fissure, the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) between the 

posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG) and the premotor cortex in the frontal lobe is 

suggested to process auditory-motor mapping (Hickok and Poeppel 2007). In close 

proximity and partly in parallel, the AF follows the same trajectory between posterior STG 

and frontal cortex, but extends more frontally to BA44 in the inferior frontal gyrus and 

further temporally to the posterior middle temporal gyrus (Anwander et al. 2007).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Schematic and simplified view of the core language network. Figure adapted from 

Friederici et al. (2017) with permission from Springer Nature4 and The American Physiological 

Society5.   

                                                        
4 Friederici AD, Chomsky N, Berwick RC, Moro A, Bolhuis JJ. 2017. Language, mind and brain. Nat Hum 
Behav. 1:713–722. Copyright 2017. 

5 Friederici AD. 2011. The Brain Basis of Language Processing: From Structure to Function. Physiological 
Reviews. 91:1357–1392. Copyright 2011. 

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41562-017-0184-4
https://www.springernature.com/
https://www.physiology.org/
https://www.physiology.org/
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BA44 in Broca’s area is the key region for complex syntax processing (Friederici et al. 2000), 

which is reflected in the function of the AF. Further evidence for the functional distinction 

of the two pathways is provided by the finding that the SLF targeting BA6 is already present 

and well myelinated at birth, while the connection towards BA44 only matures with 

language acquisition (Perani et al. 2011). Supporting the AF’s essential role in complex 

syntax processing, this tract appears less pronounced and does not extend to BA44 and 

beyond the posterior STG in non-human primates (Rilling et al. 2008). Furthermore, the 

primates are unable to acquire complex syntactic rules (Fitch and Hauser 2004), underlining 

the idea that language is fundamentally human (Friederici 2017).  

The main language fiber tracts ventral to the Sylvian fissure are the short, hook-shaped 

uncinate fasciculus, linking the frontal operculum to the anterior STG, and the inferior 

fronto-occipital fasciculus. This pathway connects BA45/BA47, the anterior portion of 

Broca’s area, to the temporal, parietal, and occipital cortex and is mainly involved in 

semantic processing. The uncinate fasciculus’ exact function in language processing remains 

to be determined (for a review see Friederici et al. 2017).  

As described earlier, the left hemisphere is specialized in detecting high-temporal 

auditory signal changes, which is important for the differentiation of phonemes in spoken 

language. The right hemisphere contributes more to the processing of spectral variations of 

auditory stimuli, which could already be shown in newborns (Telkemeyer et al. 2009). The 

processing of spectral variations is important for extracting information from prosodic 

aspects of speech that add context to the words being said, such as emotional state or 

intention of the speaker, which in turn influences our reaction to the things we hear. 

Anatomically, prosodic processing seems to be located in a right-hemispheric fronto-

temporal network, corresponding to the left-lateralized network for syntactic and semantic 

language processing (Sammler et al. 2015; Seydell-Greenwald et al. 2020).  

We have no difficulty understanding language when prosodic information is not available, 

for example when we read texts that convey purely factual information. However, when 

personal relationships, dialogue and emotions come into play, syntactic and semantic 

information alone are sometimes not sufficient. Cues like “she said ironically” add valuable 
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insight to written dialogue and prevent misunderstandings. These cues do not necessarily 

need to be written words – emoticons in text messages are popular for a good reason.  

Successful and rapid processing of speech relies on the integration of all three elements: 

syntax, semantics, and prosody, requiring interhemispheric connections of auditory- and 

language-related areas. As meaning has to be extracted from a continuous stream of sound, 

speech comprehension requires auditory attention, which has been attributed to regions in 

the right superior parietal and frontal cortices (Zatorre et al. 1999) within the global 

attention network. In addition, working memory, spanning a large network for a variety of 

higher cognitive processes (D’Esposito and Postle 2015), is – and this is particularly true for 

syntactically complex sentences like this one – an important prerequisite not only for 

comprehension, but also for the production of both spoken and written language, involving 

the left parietal cortex as key region for sentence processing (Meyer et al. 2013).  

 

2.2.3 Language production: from response initiation to motor command 

 
The interplay between the sensory input system and the core language network is essential 

for extracting relevant information from spoken language. The same principle can be 

applied to the production of speech: close interaction of the core language network and the 

motor output system are the basis for the generation of meaningful utterances. In addition 

to the neural network, speech production requires the interplay between respirational, 

oropharyngeal and facial muscles to create the speech sounds. In order to constantly 

monitor articulation and phonation, the respective circuits are coupled to the auditory 

input and proprioceptive system, resulting in a vast cortical and subcortical network 

involved in speech production. Guenther proposed a comprehensive neuro-computational 

model of speech production (Guenther 1995): the DIVA model (DIVA: directions into 

velocities of articulators). It has been tested in a variety of neuroimaging and clinical 

settings and has recently been refined and extended with regard to the neuroanatomical 

substrates reported to support the respective functions (Kearney and Guenther 2019). 

Figure 3 schematically shows the proposed nodes and connections.  
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According to this model, whenever speech production is planned, neurons in the left 

ventral premotor cortex become activated, where every learned speech sound is 

represented. The speaking process is then initiated via a cortico-basal ganglia-thalamic loop 

including the supplementary motor area (SMA). This leads to an activation of neurons in the 

ventral motor cortex of both hemispheres. In addition, neurons in the ventral premotor 

cortex also project to the ventral motor cortex neurons directly and via a second pathway 

passing the pons, cerebellum and thalamus, eventually resulting in a bilateral motor 

command for the articulatory muscles. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The DIVA model and its neural representations. Boxes indicate nodes (in bold) in the 

network model with hypothesized representations in specific brain regions (in italics). Abbreviations 

in order of appearance in the text. vPMC: ventral premotor cortex; GP: globus pallidus;                 

SNr: substantia nigra pars reticula; VA: ventral anterior nucleus of the thalamus; VL: ventral lateral 

nucleus of the thalamus; SMA: supplementary motor area; vMC: ventral motor cortex;                   

Cb-VI: cerebellum lobule VI; pAC: posterior auditory cortex; vSC: ventral somatosensory cortex;    

Cb: cerebellum; MG: medial geniculate nucleus of the thalamus; VPM: ventral posterior medial 

nucleus of the thalamus. Figure reprinted from Kearney and Guenther (2019) with permission from 

Taylor and Francis.  

https://doi.org/10.1080/23273798.2019.1589541
https://www.tandfonline.com/
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Working in parallel to the actual vocalization, one’s own voice is constantly monitored in 

auditory areas. Likewise, proprioceptive information from the articulatory muscles is 

analyzed through a thalamic projection in the ventral somatosensory cortex. These two 

channels are the basis for the feedback system ensuring correct speech production. To this 

end, the left ventral premotor cortex provides a model of the planned speech output in a 

modality-specific Target Map to each of the two feedback loops. If the system detects an 

error between planned (target) and currently perceived (state) speech output, the error 

feedback is projected to the right ventral premotor cortex. From there, the corrective 

motor commands are passed on to the ventral motor cortex. Based on the information 

from these two feedback loops, the motor commands are then adjusted appropriately.  

We are genetically equipped with the capacity for acquiring language (Friederici et al. 

2017). However, the specific speech sounds that are typical for our mother tongue, have to 

be learned in early childhood. Infants learn to speak naturally and without being instructed, 

relying on auditory input to understand, learn, and apply syntactic and phonological rules, 

as well as semantic relations. Without such auditory input during the sensitive period of 

language acquisition in the first years of life, however, speech cannot be learned properly 

(Kral and Sharma 2012). Nevertheless, deaf children can acquire language, when growing 

up in a signing environment or can otherwise learn to sign early. 

 

2.2.4 Deafness and Sign Language Processing 

 
A widespread misconception about signed languages is that signing people from all over the 

world share one common sign language. Quite the contrary, sign languages are as diverse 

as spoken languages, since they have evolved independently from one another in deaf 

communities all over the world. For instance, British Sign Language and American Sign 

Language are completely different languages and mutually incomprehensible – unlike their 

spoken counterparts.6   

                                                        
6 People speaking American English or British English have different accents, though. When we learn a 
second language, our accent reveals our mother tongue (at least in the beginning). Interestingly, signers 
also display a foreign accent when they learn a second sign language (Hickok et al. 2001). 
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What signed and spoken languages have in common, though, are similar linguistic 

properties such as phonology and morphology, as well as semantic concepts and a complex 

syntactic structure (Swisher 1988; Lillo‐Martin and Gajewski 2014). One example is the use 

of generic expressions, which was observed in deaf children who were deprived of language 

input. They developed an own sign language including generic expressions without being 

able to rely on established linguistic models (Goldin-Meadow et al. 2005).  

Spoken language can be transformed to written language word by word, while sign 

language does not have a written equivalence. Deaf signers additionally have to learn the 

words and rules of their environment’s spoken language for reading, writing and lip reading 

when communicating with speaking people. The most obvious difference between signed 

and spoken languages is of course their modality. Spoken language is based on auditory-

vocal interactions, while sign language relies on visual-gestural communication.  

These commonalities and differences between spoken and signed languages have been 

investigated for decades. Owing to the invention and on-going improvement of various 

neurophysiological and neuroimaging techniques, we have gained valuable insight into the 

mechanisms of spoken and signed languages, especially with regard to the underlying 

neuroanatomical structures and neurophysiological processes. 

These have repeatedly been found to be similar in signed and spoken languages. 

Functional studies comparing spoken and signed language processing repeatedly revealed 

activation in language regions also known for spoken language processing (MacSweeney et 

al. 2002, 2008; Soderfeldt et al. 1994; Emmorey et al. 2003), providing growing evidence for 

the modality-independence of the language network and the view that sign languages are 

not merely collections of gestures, but equal to spoken languages in their linguistic nature.  

Signed prosody, which is conveyed by facial expression, head and trunk posture, seems 

to be supported by the same regions in the right hemisphere that are involved in the 

processing of spoken prosody (Sandler 2012). Besides, signs are accompanied by mouthing, 

a silent articulation that helps to distinguish similar signs. Therefore, the decoding of sign 

language in all its complexity requires a fine-grained visuospatial analysis. In addition to the 

regions also known from spoken language and primary visual areas, sign language 
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processing involves face perception and biological motion circuits in the right anterior 

fusiform gyrus and the posterior superior temporal sulcus (Newman et al. 2010). 

The specific structural and functional connectivity in the brain of deaf signers can be 

related to both signing and auditory deprivation. Alterations in the language and speech 

network that are due to early deafness have previously been addressed functionally and 

with regard to structural alterations. Several studies have revealed partial takeover of 

auditory areas in deaf individuals by the visual (Finney et al. 2001; Sharma et al. 2015) and 

the somatosensory systems (Sharma et al. 2015), while others focused on cortical volume 

differences (Emmorey et al. 2003; Husain et al. 2011; Li et al. 2012).  

In this area, structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has proven to be a well-suited 

means of studying brain plasticity, being able to capture short-term as well as long-term 

learning-induced cortical changes in both grey and white matter (Draganski et al. 2004; 

Schlegel et al. 2012).   
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2.3 Objective 

 

Regarding functional and structural alterations in the brain that are related to deafness 

and/or sign language use, two main findings are frequently reported in the literature:  

a) White matter changes are found along the hearing pathway and in auditory and 

language-related cortical regions in deaf individuals. 

b) Similar regions are involved in signed and spoken language processing. 

These findings raise two hypotheses for investigating the language network in deaf and 

hearing participants (Finkl et al. 2020): 

1. Connectivity changes should be present in the cortical auditory input system of deaf 

signers. Likewise, articulatory planning connections in the output system should be 

altered in deaf signers, since they are only used to a basic extent, too. 

2. In the core language network, where language as such is processed, connectivity 

should be comparable between groups.  

In order to investigate these hypotheses, language network connectivity of deaf and 

hearing participants was examined based on the proposition of a language network with a 

core part for language processing and associated input/output systems for speech 

processing (Friederici et al. 2017). 
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2.4 Methodology 

2.4.1 Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging 

 
A widely used method for investigating white matter connectivity is diffusion-weighted 

magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI). It constitutes the basis for different methods that are 

used for scientific purposes and is a valuable tool in clinical settings, for example in the 

diagnosis of multiple sclerosis, dementia, tumors, stroke, and other diseases (Le Bihan et al. 

2001). Based on a concept described in the 1960s (Stejskal and Tanner 1965), dMRI has 

become increasingly popular in neuroscientific research in the 1980s (Le Bihan et al. 1986), 

owing to its non-invasiveness and its increasing number of possible applications, one of 

them being tractography. It is currently the state of the art technique for investigating 

white matter connectivity in the human brain as it allows the reconstruction of fiber tracts 

based on the diffusion of water molecules in-vivo. 

Diffusion is a process that describes the movement of molecules, atoms, particles, and 

ions along a concentration gradient from high to low without external intervention. The 

magnetic and diffusion properties of water molecules, together with their omnipresence in 

the human body, are essential prerequisites for dMRI. Two types of diffusion of water 

molecules occur in the brain: isotropic and anisotropic diffusion. Isotropic diffusion takes 

place in an environment without obstacles. This can be observed in the ventricles filled with 

cerebrospinal fluid, where water molecules can move freely in any direction. White matter 

structure, however, is characterized by fiber bundles consisting of parallel myelinated axons. 

These pathways in the central nervous system are classified depending on their trajectories. 

Three main types are differentiated:  

 

1. Association fibers connect cortical regions within the same hemisphere. Short 

association fibers, also called U-fibers because of their shape, link adjacent gyri or 

regions like primary and secondary auditory cortices. Long association fibers are 

crucial for larger functional networks in that they connect cortical regions further 

apart. For example, the arcuate fasciculus as key tract in the language network 

connects language-associated regions in the frontal, parietal and temporal lobes.  
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2. Commissural fibers connect corresponding brain regions of the left and right 

hemisphere such as left and right auditory cortices. 

 

3. Projection fibers can be ascending or descending. Ascending projections such as the 

auditory radiation carry information towards the brain, and descending projections, 

for example from the auditory cortex to auditory nuclei in the brainstem, pass 

information from the cortex to the brainstem and below. 

 

In this environment of tightly packed fiber bundles, diffusion in the extracellular space 

becomes anisotropic, meaning that water molecules move predominantly along the fiber 

bundles and less perpendicular to them. In grey matter, cell bodies also pose boundaries to 

diffusion, but in a less organized way than in white matter. Therefore, diffusivity in grey 

matter is rather isotropic, but restricted.  

For DTI, a three-dimensional diffusion tensor is estimated based on rate and direction of 

diffusion extracted from at least six diffusion-weighted and one non-diffusion-weighted 

measurement. It is represented by its three eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, λ3) and depicted in the form 

of an ellipsoid that can take any possible form between a perfect sphere (λ1 = λ2 = λ3), a 

circular plane (λ1 << λ2 = λ3) and a straight line (λ1 >> λ2 = λ3).  

From the diffusion tensor, different parameters can be computed that are often 

reported in dMRI studies on white matter integrity. Axial diffusivity (AD) is a measure for 

the amount of diffusion along the main direction (λ1), while radial diffusivity (RD) refers to 

diffusion perpendicular to it (λ2 and λ3). Fractional anisotropy (FA) is a measure of the 

directionality of diffusion in a voxel by taking into account the different diffusion directions, 

thus depending on AD and RD. It can take values from 0 (perfectly isotropic diffusion) to 1 

(anisotropic diffusion along a single axis). High FA values indicate dense axonal packing, 

large axonal diameter and/or high myelination, while low FA values point to axonal 

degeneration and/or demyelination. Mean diffusivity (MD) describes the overall diffusion in 

a specific voxel independent of directionality, being inversely related to FA values. Strongly 

organized, thick and/or well-myelinated fiber bundles lead to low MD values, while 

demyelination and/or axonal degeneration allow for more overall diffusion (Feldman et al. 
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2010; Alexander et al. 2011). However, these measures should be interpreted with caution, 

since there is no exact translation to underlying structure. 

 

2.4.2 Deterministic Tractography 

 
By measuring diffusion in the whole brain, the main direction of diffusion in every voxel can 

be determined. This allows for inferring the trajectory of fibers in the brain and constitutes 

the basis for tractography (Basser et al. 2000). Deterministic (or streamline) fiber tracking is 

used to reconstruct streamlines starting from a seed voxel and following the strongest 

interpolated eigenvectors of voxel after voxel until reaching arbitrary stopping criteria such 

as low FA (usually below 0.15, indicating the absence of a strong principal direction, as in 

grey matter) or very sharp curves (to avoid improbable turns and recurring tracts). This 

works well for voxels covering axons that are part of the same tract and run in parallel, thus 

leading to strong anisotropic diffusion with one pronounced diffusion direction. However, 

in the brain, pathways also cross each other at various locations, their axons fan out at the 

end of the tract or they display sharp curves, all of which can lead to a variety of diffusion 

directions – and therefore low FA – in a single voxel. These are situations in which 

deterministic tractography fails. To address this issue, more robust fiber tracking 

techniques based on a probabilistic approach have evolved that take these factors into 

account (Behrens et al. 2003). 

 

2.4.3 Probabilistic Tractography 

 
Just as for deterministic fiber tracking, the basis for probabilistic tractography are measures 

of diffusion, reflected in the diffusion tensor. In deterministic tractography, the streamline 

follows only the principal direction in each voxel, while probabilistic fiber tracking accounts 

for other possible trajectories by transforming the diffusion tensor into a fiber orientation 

tensor. Here, strong directionality indicates a high probability that the fibers are oriented in 

this direction, while other fiber orientations might be possible, but less likely. To represent 

these different possible fiber orientations, in probabilistic tractography thousands of paths 
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are generated from every seed voxel. Every path entering a voxel continues in a certain 

direction depending on its respective probability.  

The more likely a certain fiber orientation is in a voxel, the more paths will follow its 

trajectory. This iterative procedure results in a three-dimensional map displaying the 

number of paths that have passed through every voxel, thus representing the connection 

probability of the seed voxels with every voxel in the map. Probabilistic tracking is usually 

also stopped at very sharp curves, but not when FA drops, owing to its capacity of modeling 

the distribution of different possible fiber orientations (Jones 2008). 

There is no perfect tractography method and depending on the question investigated, 

one has to choose carefully which of the many different tracking algorithms to use and how 

to interpret the results, as both deterministic and probabilistic tractography are only 

indirect measures of connectivity and have their shortcomings (Maier-Hein et al. 2017). 

However, major advancements have been made in recent years aiming at improving 

accuracy and precision of tractography. The most important reasons in favor of choosing 

probabilistic tractography for this study were the possibility of 1) using complex crossing 

fiber models that provide better results in regions with low anisotropy due to different 

possible fiber orientations (Behrens et al. 2007) and 2) comparing the groups’ probability 

maps quantitatively with regard to the different seed regions of interest (ROIs). 

 

2.4.4 Study design and participants 

 
In this work, connectivity of the speech- and language network in ten deaf signers and ten 

hearing non-signers was analyzed by means of probabilistic tractography. Tracking was 

started from six seed ROIs in each hemisphere, covering the auditory input system (Heschl’s 

gyrus), the core language network (BA44, posterior superior and posterior middle temporal 

gyrus, central part of the inferior parietal lobule) and the pre-motor output system (ventral 

BA6). In addition, two control pathways were tracked from left and right primary visual 

cortex. The resulting connectivity maps were then compared between groups. For details 

please see Finkl et al. (2020).  
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2.5 Results and implications 

 

The deaf group displayed lower connectivity values in the tracts involved in speech 

perception. The effects were most pronounced in the transcallosal connections between 

left and right Heschl’s gyri, in the continuation of the left-to-right connection towards the 

contralateral parietal and posterior temporal cortices as well as in the connections of the 

left Heschl’s gyrus towards the ipsilateral parietal cortex. Connection probability was also 

reduced in tracts subserving speech production, in particular the Broca-Thalamus-preSMA-

loop. These results corroborate the first hypothesis pointing at white matter differences 

between the groups in the input/output parts of the language network. Tracts of the core 

language network – in particular the SLF/AF and ventral fronto-temporo-parietal 

connections – had similar connectivity in both groups, supporting the second hypothesis 

about similar connectivity in the core language network of both groups. For a detailed 

description of the results please see Finkl et al. (2020). 

These findings bear several implications. First, they add another piece of evidence to the 

modality-independence of the language network in the brain that has been documented in 

several functional imaging studies (Soderfeldt et al. 1994; MacSweeney et al. 2002, 2008; 

Emmorey et al. 2003). In addition, the results provide structural groundings for the 

segregation of language and speech processing (Berwick et al. 2013; Friederici et al. 2017). 

More specifically, the study shows that prelingual deafness does not affect the classic 

language pathways, but changes the connectivity of sensory and motor planning areas 

necessary for the processing of spoken language.  

Second, the results stress the potential of sign language use in early childhood for the 

development of a functioning language network. This becomes particularly important for 

children with congenital or prelingual deafness who are to be fitted with a cochlear implant 

(CI). The goal for these children is to reach free understanding of speech and learning to 

speak. Here, the time point of implantation and therefore the duration of deafness is crucial 

for a successful outcome after cochIear implantation (Kral and Sharma 2012). For a long 

time, it was considered counterproductive to sign with these children, as this might 

diminish their motivation to speak after already having acquired another means of 
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communication. In contrast, newer studies point to an improved CI outcome with previous 

sign language acquisition (Campbell et al. 2014).  

The present results of a preserved core language network in the deaf group support 

these findings. In signing children with a CI, the new auditory stimulus conveyed by the CI 

reaches an established language network and can thus be processed appropriately, while 

those children who were deprived of any language input before implantation did not have 

the chance to develop a functioning core language processing network. Therefore, the 

months or even years before the implantation are crucial for setting the basis for a 

functioning language network (Twomey et al. 2020) and later speech acquisition with CI – 

be it developed by speech or sign. Generally, it is beneficial for a successful outcome to 

implant as early as possible after the diagnosis has been established. The later the 

implantation occurs, however, the more important language stimulation – of any modality 

– becomes before. 

Third, by adding a piece of evidence to the puzzle of language processing in the brain, 

this study can contribute to better understanding, diagnostic and treatment of neurological 

conditions affecting language. In turn, patient studies with individuals suffering from 

language- and speech-related disorders such as aphasia yield important insights into 

underlying brain anatomy and function (Wilson et al. 2010). 

Last, the results are also relevant from a socio-political perspective. As described earlier, 

signed and spoken languages display similar linguistic properties (Stokoe 2005). According 

to the World Federation of the Deaf, however, only 41 of 193 United Nations member 

countries have legally recognized sign languages (World Federation of the Deaf 2020). 

Although the legal status of a sign language is not automatically linked to a positive public 

reception, it is an important act towards more awareness and better opportunities for deaf 

people. Without this recognition and respective measures taken, it is more difficult for deaf 

people to develop their cultural and linguistic identity, which can affect their psychological 

well-being negatively (Chapman and Dammeyer 2017).  

In December 2017, the United Nations passed a resolution declaring the International 

Day of Sign Languages on 23 September “in order to raise awareness of the importance of 

sign language in the full realization of the human rights of people who are deaf” (United 
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Nations General Assembly 2017, p. 2). This was based on the Convention on the Rights of 

Persons with Disabilities stating „that sign languages are equal to spoken languages, and 

that States parties to the Convention undertake to recognize, accept and promote the use of 

sign languages“ (United Nations General Assembly 2017, p. 1). Studies like this, showing 

that signed and spoken languages, in addition to being characterized by similar linguistic 

properties, also share a common processing network in the brain hopefully contribute to a 

better understanding, recognition and acceptance of sign languages.  
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2.6 Outlook 

 

Based on these findings, a number of questions could be addressed. In this study, hearing 

non-signers were compared with deaf signers, which does not allow conclusive 

interpretation of the group differences with regard to their cause. In order to separate 

effects of sign language use from changes caused by auditory deprivation, future research 

should preferably include a group of hearing signers. To complement the results discussed 

earlier, tracts relevant for sign language processing could be investigated, shifting the seed 

ROIs from the auditory-vocal regions to the visual-gestural ones. Investigating the 

underlying brain network connectivity could provide further interesting insights and help 

understanding brain structure and function. In order to disentangle developmental effects 

from the deterioration of pathways caused by long-lasting deafness, the language network 

connectivity of prelingually deaf adults could be compared to that of adults with long-

lasting postlingual deafness.  

Another interesting topic would be to investigate a clinical application of dMRI with 

regard to cochlear implantation. Can tractography results or other dMRI measures of 

connectivity in the language network be employed as a diagnostic tool for the prediction of 

successful outcome after CI implantation? Different factors are known to influence CI 

outcome. The most important one is age of onset of deafness, with general cognitive ability, 

duration of deafness and CI experience further contributing to a successful outcome. 

However, there exists no diagnostic test for assessing the neuroanatomical prerequisites 

with regard to potential CI implantation. The standard diagnostic protocol for CI candidates 

includes cranial MRI to ensure auditory nerve integrity. Extending it with the dMRI 

sequence would be feasible and could yield helpful results helping patients and physicians 

decide whether to implant when in doubt.  

The most tempting question, however, would be one related to the brain’s plastic 

capacity: How does the language network of prelingually deaf adults change when 

presented with speech through a CI? As the implant contains a magnet, CI users are advised 

to undergo MRI only for medically required purposes in order to avoid unnecessary and 

often painful complications such as displacement of the magnet, which requires surgical 
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intervention for magnet reposition or exchange (Leinung et al. 2020). In order to 

circumvent this problem, rotatable magnets have been introduced. However, the metallic 

parts of the CI cause an artifact in exactly those temporo-parietal regions that are of 

interest for this research question, an issue that has not been solved to date, leaving the 

question still unanswered. 

 

Studies comparing signing, speaking, deaf and hearing participants in different 

combinations have added valuable insight to our understanding of language processing. 

They have provided evidence for a general similarity concerning core language functions in 

signed and spoken languages and supported the acceptance of signed languages worldwide. 

In addition, work on different language systems such as Chinese and German support the 

idea of a common neural basis for language processing, with variations shaped by the 

specific linguistic characteristics of a language (Zhang et al. 2017). On this ground, future 

research focusing on the uniqueness and subtle particularities of different languages could 

include signed languages to a greater extent, offering insights beyond language processing, 

as “the language that we use to communicate acts as a subtle filter through which we 

understand and interact with the world” (Evans et al. 2019, p. 3747).  
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Integrating the quotations from René Descartes and Andrea Moro, we get:  

 

I speak, therefore I think.   

  (which is logically invalid, but hopefully still true most of the time)   

 

 

 

 

Language is indeed a playground.   
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2.7 Declaration of contributions 

 

Recruitment of participants 

I was responsible for the recruitment of the hearing participants and assisted with the 

recruitment of the deaf participants. 

 

Data acquisition 

DTI data were acquired by radiographers at the University Hospital Dresden. I was present 

during data acquisition, informed participants about study protocols and data security and 

filled out the questionnaires and informed consent with them. I also prepared a version in 

plain language for the deaf participants. 

 

Data analysis 

After having been introduced to DTI data analysis, I conducted all steps of data analysis 

independently: pre-processing, ROI definition, probabilistic tractography and statistical 

analyses. I improved the method for ROI definition and applied it in this work.  

 

Text 

I have written this dissertation without any help from others. I have cited all quotations and 

paraphrases as well as information from other sources and I have provided the 

corresponding references. 

 

Figures 

I included figures from other sources that I cited with their according references. I have 

been granted permission by the publishers to use the following figures in this thesis: 

 Figure 1: Simplified scheme of the ascending auditory pathways with the most 

important relay stations and their connections (page 13) 

 Figure 2: Schematic and simplified view of the core language network (page 16) 

 Figure 3: The DIVA model and its neural representations (page 19) 
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Tables 

I modified Table 1 (page 9) from another source that I cited with the according reference. 

 

Publication 

I wrote the manuscript for the publication „Language Without Speech: Segregating Distinct 

Circuits in the Human Brain“ and considered remarks and suggestions from the co-authors 

during the submission and revision process. I created all figures and tables in the article and 

the supplementary material. I was responsible for the correspondence during the 

publication process, and wrote the cover and response letters. 
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Supplementary figures and tables to “Language without speech: Segregating 
distinct circuits in the human brain” (Finkl et al. 2020) 

Formatting adjusted to fit the margins of this document. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S1) Tractography results with seed in ventral Brodmann area 6 (vBA6). Both groups had 

similar tracts without significant differences. Average tractograms of all participants are displayed 

on the standard T1 MNI-brain. Seed ROIs are marked with dashed lines. Color coding in slices      

from 0 (no connectivity with seed ROI) to 1 (maximal connectivity). Tracts are shown at a threshold 

of 0.2, which was also used for statistical testing. For purposes of clarity, the tracts in the 3D images 

are presented at a threshold of 0.3. Due to the broad connectivity of vBA6, the tractogram at 0.3 is 

transparent and an additional solid one at a threshold of 0.45 is overlaid. Sagittal slices show left 

hemisphere for negative x and right hemisphere for positive x. All coordinates are given in           

MNI-space.  
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Figure S2) Tractography results with seeds in left posterior middle temporal gyrus (pMTG; blue), 

right posterior superior temporal gyrus (pSTG; green) and right inferior parietal lobule (IPL; 

yellow). Both groups had similar tracts without significant differences. Average tractograms of all 

participants are displayed on the standard T1 MNI-brain. Seed ROIs are marked with dashed lines. 

Color coding in slices from 0 (no connectivity with seed ROI) to 1 (maximal connectivity). Tracts are 

shown at a threshold of 0.2, which was also used for statistical testing. For purposes of clarity, the 

tracts in the 3D images are presented at a threshold of 0.3. Sagittal slices show left hemisphere for 

negative x and right hemisphere for positive x. All coordinates are given in MNI-space. 
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Table S1: Final sizes of all seed ROIs (number of voxels) 

 

Color coding: darker color inidicates smaller ROI size 

 

 

Table S2: Results of probabilistic tractography from BA44 

connectivity 
difference in 

cluster size 
cluster p 

(FWE-corrected) 
cluster p 

(uncorrected) 
peak T 

peak coordinates (mm) 

x y z 

Seed BA44 L Controls > Deaf 

Caudate L 
158 

0.837 0.071 4.524 -1 11 14 

 
 

  
4.211 0 2 18 

MFG L 
122 

0.937 0.108 4.426 -30 17 39 

preSMA L 
673 

0.024 0.001 4.356 -2 10 65 

 
 

  
4.037 -7 -1 69 

 
 

  
3.748 -8 12 56 

preSMA L 
146 

0.875 0.081 4.248 -8 -7 60 

 
 

  
3.705 -14 -5 55 

Thalamus L 
1001 

0.003 0.000 4.113 -16 -4 14 

 
 

  
4.043 -22 11 22 

 
 

  
3.990 -14 -11 6 

Seed BA44 R Controls > Deaf 

MTG R 490 0.056 0.003 4.926 47 -40 -7 

    4.778 50 -28 -15 

    3.718 46 -17 -20 

MFG R 335 0.195 0.010 4.550 46 12 46 

    3.970 43 19 42 

PrCG R 170 0.680 0.055 4.224 29 -2 40 

MFG: middle frontal gyrus, preSMA: pre-supplementary motor area, MTG: middle temporal gyrus, PrCG: Precentral gyrus 
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Table S3: Results of probabilistic tractography from HG 

connectivity 
difference in 

cluster size 
cluster p 

(FWE-corrected) 
cluster p 

(uncorrected) 
peak T 

peak coordinates (mm) 

x y z 

Seed HG L Controls > Deaf 

CC 2296 0.000 0.000 4.388 5 -31 17 

 
 

  
4.380 12 -35 19 

 
 

  
4.035 20 -39 22 

PC L 671 0.013 0.001 4.387 -19 -60 37 

 
 

  
4.238 -9 -81 44 

 
 

  
3.685 -15 -67 41 

PC R 100 0.922 0.129 4.097 18 -58 37 

SOG L 201 0.530 0.038 4.063 -22 -80 25 

 
 

  
3.319 -15 -83 31 

pCing L 149 0.745 0.069 3.545 -9 -43 24 

    
3.422 -1 -40 20 

    
3.143 8 -43 19 

Seed HG L Deaf > Controls 

Insula L 107 0.902 0.117 3.910 -26 -25 17 

Seed HG R Controls > Deaf 

CC 1146 0.000 0.000 5.726 -18 -33 38 

    5.236 -13 -28 33 

    4.225 -6 -24 28 

SPL R 174 0.441 0.036 4.729 24 -41 52 

HG R 247 0.215 0.015 4.589 43 -36 22 

    4.374 50 -33 18 

    3.336 54 -25 16 

TP R 109 0.758 0.087 4.446 63 -25 11 

    3.189 56 -32 13 

Thalamus R 299 0.128 0.008 4.302 22 -22 5 

    4.250 15 -23 -2 

    3.414 9 -28 -7 

CC: corpus callosum, PC: precuneus, SOG: superior occipital gyrus, pCing: posterior cingulum,  
SPL: superior parietal lobule, HG: Heschl’s gyrus, TP: temporal plane  

 

Table S4: Results of probabilistic tractography from vBA6 

connectivity 
difference in 

cluster size 
cluster p 

(FWE-corrected) 
cluster p 

(uncorrected) 
peak T 

peak coordinates (mm) 

x y z 

Seed vBA6 L Controls > Deaf 

PoCG L 136 0.890 0.068 5.316 -13 -36 71 

    3.701 -21 -35 69 

Insula L 188 0.684 0.036 5.039 -32 14 18 

SFG L 172 0.753 0.043 4.649 -9 -1 69 

PrCG L 156 0.818 0.053 4.434 -25 -27 67 

MFG L 104 0.967 0.106 4.205 -31 17 38 

Seed vBA6 R Controls > Deaf 

PrCG R 161 0.768 0.044 5.673 31 -11 65 

    4.207 29 -15 58 

PrCG R 103 0.962 0.099 4.448 51 6 19 

MFG R 171 0.724 0.039 4.342 45 15 40 

PoCG: Postcentral gyrus, SFG: superior frontal gyrus, PrCG: precentral gyrus, MFG: middle frontal gyrus 
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Table S5: Results of probabilistic tractography from pMTG 

connectivity 
difference in 

cluster size 
cluster p 

(FWE-corrected) 
cluster p 

(uncorrected) 
peak T 

peak coordinates (mm) 

x y z 

Seed pMTG L Controls > Deaf 

PrCG L 130 0.562 0.052 4.612 -32 -1 37 

Seed pMTG L Deaf > Controls 

MTG L 152 0.449 0.038 5.491 -47 -60 7 

   1.000 2.663 -65 14  

Seed pMTG R Controls > Deaf 

IPL L 148 0.659 0.060 7.575 64 -51 -1 

 539 0.023 0.001 4.657 45 -46 30 

    4.541 52 -51 28 

    4.294 56 -40 22 

PrCG: precentral gyrus, MTG: middle temporal gyrus, IPL: inferior parietal lobule 

 

Table S6: Results of probabilistic tractography from pSTG 

connectivity 
difference in 

cluster size 
cluster p 

(FWE-corrected) 
cluster p 

(uncorrected) 
peak T 

peak coordinates (mm) 

x y z 

Seed pSTG L Controls > Deaf 

PC L 422 0.037 0.002 4.488 -14 -66 41 

    3.886 -6 -78 40 

    3.696 -19 -61 36 

STG L 124 0.709 0.063 4.242 -59 -12 -5 

MFG L 130 0.677 0.057 4.015 -32 -1 35 

    3.663 -27 7 36 

post Cingulate L 137 0.640 0.052 3.577 -28 -41 16 

    3.353 -22 -39 24 

    3.306 -13 -35 20 

Seed pSTG R Controls > Deaf 

MTG R 395 0.082 0.004 5.998 48 -22 -17 

    4.656 50 -31 -15 

    4.155 45 -15 -22 

PC: precuneus, STG: superior temporal gyrus, MFG: middle frontal gyrus, pCing: posterior cingulum, MTG: middle temporal gyrus 

 

Table S7: Results of probabilistic tractography from IPL 

connectivity 
difference in 

cluster size 
cluster p 

(FWE-corrected) 
cluster p 

(uncorrected) 
peak T 

peak coordinates (mm) 

x y z 

Seed IPL L Controls > Deaf 

MFG L 368 0.053 0.003 6.188 -30 -2 38 

    
4.306 -20 -1 45 

    
3.263 -28 9 36 

Seed IPL L Deaf > Controls 

PoCG L 160 0.496 0.033 4.729 -52 -20 41 

    3.200 -55 -12 43 

Seed IPL R Controls > Deaf 

MTG R 239 0.378 0.017 4.960 52 -31 -14 

    3.736 47 -16 -17 

 136 0.817 0.061 4.039 31 -50 40 

SPL R    3.062 40 -52 42 

PrCG R 114 0.901 0.083 3.573 31 -6 42 

    3.377 30 -14 42 

    3.192 30 2 41 

MFG: middle frontal gyrus, PoCG: postcentral gyrus, MTG: middle temporal gyrus, SPL: superior parietal lobule, PrCG: precentral gyrus 
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Table S8: Results of probabilistic tractography from V1 

connectivity 
difference in 

cluster size 
cluster p 

(FEW-corrected) 
cluster p 

(uncorrected) 
peak T 

peak coordinates (mm) 

x y z 

Seed V1 L Controls > Deaf 

PP L 0.961 114 0.073 4.315 -45 -12 -16 

PC L 0.979 103 0.087 4.091 21 -63 13 

Basal FB L 0.944 122 0.065 3.912 -15 -2 -15 

    3.072 -10 5 -19 

Seed V1 R Controls > Deaf 

Amygdala R 0.088 447 0.002 6.150 30 -4 -22 

    4.431 26 -6 -14 

LiG R 0.736 200 0.023 5.338 3 -87 -15 

OP R 0.355 295 0.008 4.623 4 -101 7 

    4.264 8 -98 17 

    3.526 17 -102 -3 

LiG R 0.611 228 0.017 4.567 34 -42 -7 

    3.556 26 -44 -3 

HG L 0.071 471 0.001 4.429 -39 -38 7 

    4.414 -35 -60 12 

    3.821 -33 -58 20 

Basal FB L 0.274 324 0.006 4.165 -9 5 -15 

    4.090 -1 8 -13 

PC L 0.952 138 0.053 4.068 27 -63 27 

    3.411 24 -71 27 

aOrbG L 0.977 123 0.066 3.570 23 45 -8 

    3.297 29 39 -1 

PP: polar plane, PC: precuneus, FB: forebrain, LiG: lingual gyrus, OP: occipital pole, HG: Heschl’s gyrus, aOrbG: anterior orbital gyrus 
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6 LEBENSLAUF 

 

Mein Lebenslauf wird aus datenschutzrechtlichen Gründen in der elektronischen Version 

meiner Arbeit nicht veröffentlicht. 
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